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Air Fryer LEACCO AF017
Leacco AF017 is an innovative Air Fryer that allows you to cook your favorite dishes in a healthy way. It provides 1500 watts of power
and its capacity is as much as 8 liters, so you can successfully prepare a meal for several people. It offers 10 different modes, giving you
the freedom to prepare tasty dishes. It also allows you to choose from several cooking functions, including heating, defrosting, etc. Even
beginners can cope with its operation.
 
Healthy cooking
Leacco  AF017  is  an  excellent  option  for  those  who  want  to  enjoy  the  taste  of  their  favorite  dishes  while  taking  care  of  their  health.
Thanks to the advanced hot air circulation technology, your favorite dishes will retain their crispness and juiciness while containing less
fat. Now you can enjoy the taste of your favorite fries, chicken or vegetables without worrying about excess fat.
 
10 cooking modes
Now unforgettable taste sensations are at your fingertips! Air Fryer allows you to choose from up to 10 different cooking modes to help
you cook healthy and flavorful dishes. Are you dreaming of juicy and soft inside chicken? How about golden, crispy fries? With Air Fryer
Leacco you can easily prepare these and many other delicious dishes. Get creative in the kitchen and discover new, healthier ways to
prepare your favorite dishes!
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Additional features
Air Fryer will make cooking easier than ever before! The appliance offers several practical features that will put you in full control of your
dishes.  The defrost function will  allow you to quickly and efficiently defrost frozen foods before preparing a meal.  If  you need to keep
your  food warm,  the keep warm mode will  make sure your  dish stays  hot  and ready to  serve even after  a  long time.  Want  to  reheat
previously prepared meals? The reheat function will keep them perfectly warm! A reheat function and an operating schedule are also at
your disposal.
 
Intelligent touch panel
Operating the appliance will not be any trouble for you. It is equipped with an intuitive touch panel that makes using the Air Fryer simple
and enjoyable. With it, you can adjust the temperature and cooking time, change modes, set operating schedules or stop operation.
 
Manufacturer
Leacco
Model
AF017
Dimensions
340 x 410 x 300 mm
Weight
10 kg
Capacity
8 l
Capacity of water container
350 ml
Power
1500 W
Rated voltage
110-240V, 50/60Hz
Temperature
40-200°
Control
Touch panel
Material
Carbon steel with non-stick coating

Preço:

Antes: € 95.0052

Agora: € 85.50

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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